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About This Content

This expansion extends Field of Glory II back to 681 BC, and allows players to experience the last flowering of chariot warfare
in the ancient near-East. It chronicles the decline and fall of the Neo-Assyrian Empire, the rise of the Median and Babylonian

Empires, and the conquest of these and the Lydian and Egyptian Kingdoms by the Achaemenid Persians.

The Neo-Assyrian Empire, founded in the late 10th century BC, reached its greatest extent at the end of the reign of Esarhaddon
(681-669), stretching from Mesopotamia (modern Iraq) in the East to Cilicia (in southern Turkey) in the north-west, and Lower

(northern) Egypt in the south-west.

Its last strong king was Ashurbanibal (669-627), though Egypt seceded quietly during his reign. Following his death the situation
rapidly deteriorated, with a series of civil wars. In 626 Babylonia rose in revolt. Between 616 and 609 the Assyrian Empire was

destroyed by an alliance of Medes and Babylonians. The Babylonians under Nebuchadnezzar II then took over most of the
former Assyrian Empire, only Egypt remaining independent. The Medes carved out a large empire in the north and east, halted

in the west only by the Lydian Kingdom in western Asia Minor. By the mid 6th century BC, the fertile crescent was divided
between four powerful states, the Neo-Babylonian Empire, the Median Empire and the Kingdoms of Lydia and Egypt.

In 553 Cyrus II the Great, King of the small Persian Kingdom of Anshan in the Persian Gulf, revolted against his overlord and
grandfather, the Median King Astyages, and took over the Median Empire, which thus became the Achaemenid Persian Empire.

He conquered Lydia in 546 and Babylon in 539. Egypt was conquered by his son Cambyses II in 525. This made the
Achaemenid Persian Empire the largest the world had yet known, stretching from the Bosporus to western India.
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· 12 new factions

· 32 new units

· 21 new army lists

· 6 new Epic Battles

· 35 new Quick Battles

· Expanded Custom Battles module.

· Expanded Sandbox Campaign module.

· 4 new historically-based campaigns.

· Mixed units with front-rank spearmen, back rank archers.

FEATURES

· 12 new named factions: Assyrians, Babylonians, Cimmerians, Cypriots, Egyptians, Elamites, Hebrews, Kushites, Mannaeans,
Medes, Phoenicians, Urartians.

· 32 new units: Assyrian-style Heavy Chariots, Assyrian-style Cavalry, Veteran Assyrian-style Cavalry, Assyrian-style Guard
Foot, Assyrian-style Heavy Foot, Assyrian-style Medium Foot, Raw Assyrian-style Medium Foot, Hebrew Foot, Gibborim,

Hebrew Light Archers, Egyptian-style Heavy Chariots, Egyptian Spearmen, Egyptian Massed Archers, Egyptian Light Archers,
Egyptian Light Javelinmen, Egyptian Irregular Foot, Elamite (Light) Chariots, (Near-Eastern) Archers, (Near-Eastern) Massed
Archers, Mede Spearmen, Early Cavalry, Unarmoured Horse Archer Cavalry, Phoenician Spearmen, Lydian Hoplites, Sassanid
Heavy Foot, (Sassanid) Massed Archers, Praetorian Guard, Praetorian Guard (Late), Greek Peltasts, Thracian Peltasts, Massed

Thracian Peltasts, Thracian Spearmen.

· 21 new army lists (which expands the total number of army lists to 191).
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· 6 new Epic Battles: Ulai 653 BC (Assyrians vs Elamites), Nineveh 612 BC (Babylonians and Medes vs Assyrians), Megiddo
609 BC (Judeans vs Egyptians), Carchemish 605 BC (Babylonians vs Egyptians), Pasargadae 550 BC (Persians vs Medes), Opis

539 BC (Persians vs Babylonians) (each playable from either side).

· 35 new Quick Battles (each playable from either side).

· Expanded Field of Glory II Custom Battles module now includes all 191 army lists from Immortal Fire, Rise of Rome, Legions
Triumphant, Age of Belisarius and Rise of Persia. (Purchase of the appropriate DLCs is necessary to access them all).

· Expanded Field of Glory II Sandbox Campaigns module now includes all 191 army lists from Immortal Fire, Rise of Rome,
Legions Triumphant, Age of Belisarius and Rise of Persia. (Purchase of the appropriate DLCs is necessary to access them all).

· 4 new historically-based campaigns:

o Ashurbanipal (Neo-Assyrian Empire)

o Fall of Assyria

o Nebuchadnezzar II (Neo-Babylonian Empire)

o Rise of Persia

· Mixed units with front-rank spearmen, back rank archers.
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field of glory ii rise of persia-skidrow. field of glory ii rise of persia. field of glory ii rise of persia review. field of glory ii rise
of persia - 2018

This is for nostalgia, really.

I stumbled on this game in 1996, and while my native language is not german, the version I played was. I loved everymoment of
it.

The game holds true to its technolocy for the time and runs well in todays hardware (WIndows 10 with a HD TV hooked as
monitor), I had to set the "-fullscreen" launch option or otherwise it just stayed windowed which is annoying, but you only needl
configure it once.

That issue aside the graphics, music and voice overs are there, sadly no german voice overs in this Steam version, now that I
played the game in english for the first time I can safely say the voice overs in german were superior for some key characters,
such as the villan, I still have the original box and CD in german and I do play this game every 3 years or so, the narrative is
imprinted on my mind after so many play sessions over my life. I could be tainted with nostalgia which should also be
considered in this review.

All in all, its not a challenging game and it can be beating in 3-6 hours, less even if you skip videos and some chatter, which I
never do.

If you liked it, or missed and want to check it out, go ahead! English, Italian, Spanish are available as languages.

Cheers!. I loved super meat boy. So when I heard of this game, I really wanted to play it.
Sadly, its has a lot of things that are the exact opposite of super meat boy.
This game is about jumping trough levels, getting collectibles so you can go to the next level.

First of all, every level is way longer than a single level in super meat boy. Now this wouldn't be bad if the checkpoint system
was not that bad. But the checkpoints are sometimes in place just to ♥♥♥♥ you over and they only save very specifically which
of the collectibles you get. So if you take a detour to get an extra collectible, it still won't save it.

Second, sometimes the difficulty spikes at random. A certain level in world 2 game me only at that small points more deaths
then I got in the first world only, only to be fine after that level.

Lastly is that the game doesn't feel precise. The wall jumping felt it wasn't exact every time I jumped off a wall. Your'e jumps
seemed like it had a delay sometimes. Moving platforms that sometimes jus fling you right off. Bouncy platforms that
randomize how high you jump, no matter how hard you press the button. And then there are the wooden platforms. You can't
fall straight through them when you use a controller, unless you want to use the d-pad, but that makes it hard to make the jump
that comes after that.

This game is hard and I get that, but it feels not precise enough for a platformer that seems to push speed for that hardcore
players, but also for casuals. Mostly because you need a certain amount of collectibles to even get further in the game, and most
of them are locked behind speed sections.

One good thing. The bosses are good. It feels good to slowly learn the bosses pattern and jumping trough its attacks to defeat
them. Sadly, this is not enough to play this game for.

TL;DR if you like super meat boy, that doesn't mean you will like this game. This is not a casual game. This is for hardcore
platform gamers that can live with sometimes imprecise controls and a game that has unforgiving level design. If that is you,
maybe also look at Rex Rocket. That also might be something for you.. Oh how I dislike to review EA titles, but alas, those little
kids who love to play critic, while not even having spent an hour to play this game, kinda force me to.
I\u00b4ve played tons of different TCG\u00b4s and CCG\u00b4s over the last 25 years (Dune, MTG, Star Wars, Battletech,
Shadowrun, Illuminati, Jyhad, Mythos, Aliens\/Predator, Kult and maybe 1-2 I\u00b4ve forgotten).
VEmpire doesn\u00b4t fall short of those at all. It\u00b4s a solid game, although still in EA, that will receive some further
polishing and improvements, but is absolutely enjoyable and fun as it is now.
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The tutorial doesn\u00b4t give you the whole picture, unfortunately, that\u00b4s the only thing I could critizise. But after the
3rd or 4th match against the surprisingly good AI, you get the idea. That\u00b4s when the fun really begins.
There are 4 different epochs\/leaders and they distinguish themselves by pace and focus. Besides that diversity, games never get
boring in terms of "sure bets", almost every match is quite tense and challenging.. This is more of an advanced Risk like Board
Game. It is simple to pick up and just start playing.

In the Description of the game it states that the game mechanics are very straight forward and simple.. The game delivered that.

If you are looking for a cheap game that is easy to play and resembles a board game like risk.. This is a perfect game. This is not
an overly complicated game trying to simulate history and governments.. You place your armies and move them around the
map, conquer or defend.

I found the game to be very amusing and satisfying.. I'm always on the lookout to enjoy a risk like game.. Many try and fail. But
this one is not frustrating or very difficult. Image risk with someones own twerks and touches in it emulating a fixed starting
position for european empires.

. Such a beautiful game.

The music is incredily soothing and the visual style is simple, yet marvelous. You can let yourself be absorbed by this games
atmosphere, while also having something to think about.
Highly recommended!. This game was part of my childhood and the Permadeath mode gets me right back into it, fun and
unique, try it out.. Playing it is a good way to wind down after a long day at work. I like the point and click--I like that it makes
me look at the screen in different ways. A whole rather than parts, etc. The hospital video bits are a bit confusing and seem
unnecessary, although good fun, and I'm not sure what the story is--but this is definitely a cute game! I would recommend it if
you want to play for 15-20 minutes each day for a while :). the sound is buggy. if you like bomberman youll like this game....
MAYBE. Soild game with solid gameplay, has a cool artstyle but i really wish it wasnt a complete rip off bomberman and added
just alittle more to make it its own game.

Hey ill still remcomend this game. If you like bomberman youll like this.

here is also some of our gameplay if you are interested...
https://youtu.be/kJLmlG0P1t0. you have buildings that are basically rubble .. yet the characture can not collect the rubble and
other bits from them to use for repairing / upgrading the main base .. also we should be able to strip the scrap vehicles for metal
and parts .. .... the fighting when you start is rediculous as the charactures dont even have a metal bar or a peice of wood as a
weapon .. i was hoping this game may have been a great game .. but if fell miles short of what it could have been
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"You enter a new kind of hell."

Clans is a slightly bland name, isn\u2019t it? Maybe that\u2019s why it was called Satanica in Germany. Satanica,
that\u2019s more like it.
It came out during a time where everyone was waiting for Diablo II and every game that shared similar traits was
quickly dismissed as a clone. Clans got slaughtered by the press, they hated the non-scrolling, square rooms with
clearly marked exits and the static, pre-rendered graphics.

Well. I love them to death. All these wonderful shades of brown, grey and black. Almost every room\/bit uniquely
rendered. A sense of total bleakness without bragging about it. And then puzzles, like, proper puzzles that you would
find in classic point-and-click adventure games. Kicking a door in with an axe, setting spellbooks on fire in a chimney
to destroy them.
I'm playing the game with some kind of weak elf character, something I normally don\u2019t do, as I prefer babarians
or warriors, as they don\u2019t die so easily.
I really recommend the elf class, it ramps up the difficulty and changes the gameplay, because you really don\u2019t
have a lot of HP, and potions are rare, so suddenly every health point counts.
Well, you quicksave, enter a new room and a bunch of enemies start to attack you, which often means instant death or
unacceptable HP loss - so you quickly reload, which only takes a fraction of seconds and try again, which creates nice
\u201cI can do this better!\u201d-loops reminding me of Hotline Miami.
In Diablo II, when I lost HP, I never really knew why, and it didn\u2019t matter, as you could heal yourself without
problems.

Next thing: Clans doesn\u2019t give you experience points for killing enemies. I partly think this is because the
developer didn\u2019t have the funds to properly balance and test an EXP system. But on the other hand, it is SO bold
to take away from players what they desire the most: watching numbers grow.
Instead, you level up by finding items, and avoiding fights (via teleporters) is often encouraged. Also, enemies often
start fighting each other, which always gives games a sense of realism\u2026

(All of this makes me also want to play the next game they did, it\u2019s called Dragonfire - The Well of Souls and
contains the playable character class DUCK. Also, you set out to fight an evil princess. What\u2019s not to love?
Needless to say, that one got killed by the gaming press, too.). Cosmic Sugar gave me a nice trip. One of those titles you
have to experience in VR. 2D screenshots tell you nothing. It's hard to downvote this because it is free, and clearly alot
of work went into it. But its very short and the puzzle solving was extremely straight forward. The game delivers a nice
short story, but everything with ganeplay fell short. Also, there's some segment where our character moves on his own
which caused some motion sickness.. Great start so far! I've played a lot of VR games and the mechanics these guys
have dreamt up is new, fun, and really innovative. You can hand parkour around, jet around like Ironman, and even
fly around like a flappy bird, amongst others. I can tell the movement system will have some depth to mastering and
probably boil down to personal style\/preference. I didn't get to test out a lot of the weapons on live targets but I look
forward to seeing how movement, spells, and weapons will balance out. I enjoy games like Quake and
UnrealTournament where movement is equally important as shooting and Sweaty Palms seems similar but in VR..
Most people dont like the game because its a 2D rts which is something people dont like.

Other then that its fun
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